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Setting
the Scene
Six eaSy video moveS that all
filmmakerS Should maSter
By John Reid and RobeRt C. RodRiguez

W
hen cameras first started getting attached to 
drones, we saw how easy it was to get an aerial 
shot, but no one really planned out their camera 
moves. We were just so excited to finally be able 
to add aerial shots to our repertoire of camera 

angles that we didn’t consider the optimal ways to achieve various 
shots. Of course, it didn’t take long before pros realized that certain 
aerial camera moves can really enhance a good story on film. In this 
article, we’ll discuss six basic camera moves that can be done with 
your multirotor to take your video endeavors to the next level.

But before we get into the six basic moves, two words should be ingrained in your 
mind every time you are filming with your drone: “slow” and “smooth.” Unless you 
are doing an action sequence, dramatic and fast moves will lead to shaky footage, 
possible crashes, and a nauseating viewing experience. Always stay very gentle on 
the sticks, regardless of how good your camera gimbal may be. Smooth flying will 
always create a better video. If your radio has the programming for it, set all controls 
to the slower flight movements.

One key technique that will greatly improve the video-editing stage is flying 
through the shot. In general, you should start your shot well before you think you 
need to and end it well after. This provides extra footage for the editor so that he or 
she can select just the right spot to start and stop the scene. If you don’t want the 
scene to start or end abruptly, follow through the shot both before and after. This 
just requires some practice—and then some more practice.

flying cloSe  
to the ground 
The first drone-flying move 
that you will need to practice is 
learning to fly close to the ground, 
comfortably and smoothly. Now, 
we’re not saying you should be 
knocking dew off the wet grass 
with the camera lens as you fly 
by, but you do want to have the 
ability to scoot by your subject at 
a low angle. Practice so that you 
can easily fly in any direction low 
to the ground: forward, backward, 
and side to side. Most of these 
types of shots will be from waist 
to eye level. A good maneuver to 
practice is flying horizontal figure 
eights, first away from you and 
then back, then from side to side. 
By flying close to the ground, you 
can create really long versions of 
a dolly movement, and then by 
lifting up the drone from close to 
the ground, you can create a crane 
shot that offers unlimited upward 
movement. A separate upward 
or downward camera movement 
can also be incorporated into the 
low-flight shot.

the fly-through 
Earlier, we discussed flying 
through the shot, which will 
simplify editing the start and end 
of the scene. The fly-through is 
a camera-movement technique 
created by flying the drone 
toward your subject and then 
passing right over it as you 
continue on your flight. This can 
be done in a variety of ways: you 
can fly toward and pass by an 
oncoming subject, you can fly 
and overtake a subject traveling 
in the same direction, or you can 
fly and overtake a subject going 
at a different angle from the 
multirotor. Instead of flying over 
your subject, you can also pass on 
either side (after learning how to 
fly low comfortably). In addition, 
you can fly the drone toward the 
subject at a different angle before 
overtaking it, while changing 
course so that the aircraft is 
traveling in the same direction 
as your subject. This would let 
the audience know where the 
subject is heading. Finally, a fly-
through can also slow down as 
you approach your subject, travel 
at the same speed for a period of 
time, and finally pass over it.  

New York City Drone Film Festival 
(NYCDFF) winner for best 
showreel: Skynamic Pilot Reel. 
Learning to fly comfortably at 
lower altitudes is the first skill 
every pilot should master. (Photo 
courtesy of Skynamic)

NYCDFF winner, Showreel, 
Skynamic Pilot Reel. The fly-
through maneuver can be done 
with a static or moving subject, 
such as this powerboat. (Photo 
courtesy of Skynamic)

by lifting up the drone from close to the 
ground, you can create a crane shot that 

offers unlimited upward movement. 
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Bird’S-eye view 
You create this shot by placing the drone above the 
subject and, as you can guess, looking down on it as 
a bird would see it from the air. The drone can stay 
stationary as the subject moves through the scene 
to create a look like the one you would see from a spy 
plane. Another angle would be to have the drone follow 
and keep pace with the subject as both move through 
the scene. Of course, at any time, the drone could move 
forward in the direction of the moving subject so that 
the audience can see its destination. Starting a drone at a 
low elevation, first focused on a subject and then moving 
up to a higher altitude, will show the audience more of 
the scene and give them a feel of the surroundings. 
In addition, starting a drone at a higher elevation and 
lowering its altitude to the subject will allow you to bring 
the audience into the scene to set it up. 

the pullBack Shot
Start this move close to the subject, then fly away either 
slowly or quickly. Generally, the multirotor will be moving 
upward at about a 30- to 45-degree flyaway. This can 
be accomplished with either a fast or slow flight speed. 
A typical use of this shot would be following two hikers 
who have just crested the top of a mountain; the drone 
with the camera quickly flies away at an angle to reveal 
the hikers, mountaintop, and surrounding area. The 
pullback shot can also be incorporated into a number of 
other movements, including a fly-through move that 
transitions into an upward pullback shot. For example, 
as the drone pulls in front of a car speeding down the 
highway, the camera spins around to reveal the front 
of the car. The drone transitions into the pullback shot, 
moving up and away from the front of the car, revealing a 
line of police cars following in hot pursuit.

Bird’s-eye views, such as this,  
can offer a unique perspective 
that most audiences would 
appreciate. (Photo courtesy of  
“A man, a rake, a drone” by  
Jehan-Benhamin Tarain)

The pullback shot gives the audience a sense and feel of the location and its 
surroundings. (Photo courtesy of Tarsicio Sañudo Suárez)

 moving up to a higher 
altitude will show 
the audience more 

of the scene and give 
them a feel of the 

surroundings.
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the tilt of reveal
This is a versatile camera/gimbal movement that starts out pointing 
down and then slowly moves upward to reveal your subject or destination; 
it can also start out in an upward direction and slowly move down. This 
move can be incorporated with a number of other shots, such as the fly-
through. For example, the drone could be doing a flyby of a car traveling 
towards a cliff. After the drone passes the car and comes to the edge of 
the cliff, the camera/gimbal moves down to reveal the possible fate of 
the car and passenger. In addition, the tilt of reveal can be incorporated 

in a slow slide movement toward the subject and then by stopping the 
movement of the drone as the camera begins the tilt-up. An example of 
this would be to imagine looking through the eyes of David as he walks 
up to Goliath; his eyes fixed on Goliath’s chest, David’s movement stops 
as he slowly looks up toward his opponent’s eyes. The multirotor can be 
in stationary flight with only the camera moving up or down, or a slow 
flight path in any direction can be incorporated with the constant smooth 
upward or downward tilt of the camera gimbal.

As the drone passes over the 
subject, the camera angle 
changes and reveals what the 
subject is looking at.

On this tilt of reveal, the camera 
is facing forward as the drone 
approaches the subject.

Setting the Scene

the tilt of reveal can be 
incorporated with a number 
of other shots, such as the 
fly-through. 
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the “follow me” Shot
This movement can be done with the multirotor keeping pace with your 
moving subject. The shot can be taken from behind (looking forward), in 
front of (looking behind), or to the side of your subject, as long as you 
can keep pace with its movement. An example of this would be following 
a motorcycle rider traveling along a scenic mountain road from either 
behind or keeping pace in front. Other shots, such as a fly-through or 

pullback, can also be done at any time during this shot. Imagine your 
drone catching up to a horseback rider running along a mountain ridge; as 
you perform the fly-through, the drone slows down next to the rider and 
the horse. Keeping pace with both, you film them from the side for a bit. 
Then you begin transitioning the drone into a pullback shot to reveal the 
majestic mountains behind the horse and rider as they continue traveling 
across the ridge.

What’s next?  These six basic camera/drone moves should really expand the look of your next video. You’ll want to practice them as 
much as possible before actually putting them to use. Once you have each move down, try combining them in different ways to get cool combinations 
of different camera moves. Remember: keep it slow and smooth, and make your transitions nearly seamless from one move to the other. Before you 
know it, you will have a film that is worthy of national attention. Fly safe, and enjoy!   K

NYCDFF winner, Showreel, 
Skynamic Pilot Reel. The “follow 

me” shot can also traverse 
alongside your moving subject. 

(Photo courtesy of Skynamic)

NYCDFF winner, Showreel, 
Skynamic Pilot Reel. The “follow  

me” shot can be in front of or 
behind the subject, such as this 

car chase. The camera needs 
to keep pace with the subject. 
(Photo courtesy of Skynamic)
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the shot can be taken from behind, in front of, 
or to the side of your subject, as long as you 

can keep pace with its movement.


